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Conclusion

Kaad m through our previous can finish the following findings:
-the ideal State as Farabi pictures based on two main pillars: the first utopia
achieved happiness as the goal, and the second Chief or King of the city is
completed or a member, is for her heart of hull .
-intended to meet at utopia cooperation on things that affect them true
happiness, the ultimate goal can only be achieved if each Member specialized
in a specific job And this work fully, Utopia-like body, the full respect of the
right of each Member to do a specific job, and all members shall cooperate in
order to reach until one is fulfilling life and saved it -And the social structure
which constitutes the essence of Utopia like Pyramid: comes on top of the
main Member who serves all members and serves, and is the head of the city
and comes in base of members who serve and do not serve, and between top
and base layers are named and decadent vary according to natural almtvadalh
mushrooms that make a man fit for work without work or do something
without something, the basis of hierarchy among the members of this structure
is different natural capacities of individuals, and thus differing suitability to
undertake the burdens Imposed by the need to live in group .
-To be a virtuous city it must have several qualities in her family: virtue,
morality, love, justice, and knowledge of common things and from a review of
these qualities reveal that Farabi has closely linked between politics and
morality as the link between politics and the virtues, has gone to collection of
virtues but can meaningfully Olin: education and discipline, and they are not
Whitman by teacher and polite this teacher and Laban is President of Utopia Look his place Ibn Khaldun and its significance in that subject, Professor and
inventor, is telling us to learn new, innovative, and it is not civil politics
addressed by his predecessors, but he learned derived origin, an independent,
did not address mused Kiss, or not address such innovation expanded and
absorbed, and this knowledge developed by Ibn Khaldun and burns using, in
terms of article and his stature among modern in our science, sociology, and
philosophy of history And political economy .
—Ibn Khaldun when looked at the history, it was considered a mere historical
facts monolith, but I consider the note aimed at the goal, and the philosophy of
looking tenor or why shows how States and erosion have created . Ibn
Khaldun's analysis of the reality of the Islamic States even squeezed, trying to
discover the laws or norms that are passed by the dolmens of civilization and
modernity to the double dissolution, and the influence of nomadism and
civilization in Arabic communities formation and its impact on the State and
civilization . -In the Department of philosophy of politics, Ibn Khaldun has

presented us with a political philosophy and that was a reflection of lessons
learned from the experience of his era, but they also carry honesty and wisdom
beyond the limits of his days, shed some light that help us to understand the
politics of our time, whether on a national or global level. Ibn Khaldun has
participated with other Western policy thinkers such as Baudouin and Hobbes
and Marx and wehigl ASCII and others assert that State power (nervous) and
as far as maintaining the force and its composition and to ensure maintenance
of the sunset factors and survival is in the arena of international conflict .
-civilization when Ibn Khaldun reverse nomadism, are highly built-up, and
marks its ruins because its destruction, and carry the seeds of corruption .
-Succession of nomadism and civilization when Ibn Khaldun, Bedouin
breakfast he developed roughness and basses and dominance and selfsufficiency in essential virtues, either developed civilization, extravagant
luxury and serenity and let him and leads to. States ages as persons ages,
youthful one hundred and twenty years, going through three generations:
roughness and Valor in glory, and opulence dejection and weak nerve, luxury
and defender and extinction deficit State .
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